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ANSWERS:  Across: 2) ballast; 4) traitor; 7) dirigible; 8) hydrogen; 10) stampede
Down: 1) urgent; 3) airfield; 5) courageous; 6) zeppelin; 9) helium

DOWN
1 . needing immediate attention  (pg. 65) 
3.  an area from which aircraft takeoff and land  (pg. 71)
5.  being brave and having courage  (pg. 60)
6.  a type of German airship that was once famous for being safe  (pg. 7)
9.  a gas that would be safer to use in an airship than hydrogen  (pg. 47)

Review important vocabulary words from I Survived the Hindenburg Disaster, 1937, by solving 
the crossword below. (Need some hints? Use the page numbers to find the words in the novel.)

ACROSS
2.  water used as extra

weight to keep an airship
on the ground  (pg. 43)

4.  a person who betrays
one’s country  (pg. 66)

7.  another word for zeppelin
(pg. 10)

8.  the gas that powers
the Hindenburg  (pg. 5)

10.  people or animals
rushing in the same
direction out of fear
(pg. 77)

Down

1. needing immediate attention (65)
3. an area from which aircraft takeoff and land (87)
5. being brave and having courage (60)
6. a German airship famous for being safe (7)
9. a gas that would be safer to use in an airship than
hydrogen (47)

Across

2. water used as extra weight to keep an airship on
the ground (43)
4. a person who betrays one’s country (66)
7. another word for zeppelin (10)
8. the gas the powers the Hindenburg (5)
10. people or animals rushing in the same direction
out of fear (77)

Complete the crossword puzzle below
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